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Dear Working Group Members:

Re: Working Group Activities-Ontario Clinic Regulation

We are writing to advise that your actions relating to your 'drive' for Ontario Clinic Regulation
have been deemed by most regulated and unregulated practitioners to be deplorable, deceitful,
and unlawful. Your group is clearly not mandated to take on this endeavour by either your
employers (the Colleges) or the government, and its agenda is not known to the members of the
Colleges you are employed by.

You have been told repeatedly to stop harassing practitioners with your threats to economically
harm them and you are well aware that you are interfering with legitimate businesses and
healthcare approaches to wellness. As Shenda Tanchak so aptly putrtherself "...I confess,
we 're meddling, you know. ...we saw a problem..."

Nevertheless , you have continued as though you have a government-approved mandate to
cause practitioners distress and expense, not to mention time away from families, friends and
work. You continually reference your Colleges and your titles within those Colleges, as though
they give your meddling legitimacy, when in fact they do not.

Buteven more disgraceful, isyour repeated misrepresentation that there is a'problem'that
justifies the invasion into privacy, imposition on personal liberties, warrantless searches and
elimination of thousands of practitioners from the marketplace. You claim to have seen 'a
problem' with the way the practitioners and particularly unregulated practitioners have
conducted their practices, but have been unable to provide a shred of evidence that such a
problem exists.

It is our assessment that:

1. Your actions are individual and gang-style,with all the trappings of a racket.

A 'racket' is defined as a service that is fraudulently offered to solve a problem, such as



for a problem that does not actually exist, that will not be put into effect, or that would not
otherwise exist if the racket did not exist. Particularly, the potential problem may be
caused by the same party that offers to solve it, although that fact may be concealed,
with the specific intent to engender continual patronage for this
party. In law, fraud is deliberate deception to secure unfairor unlawful gain.

Fraud is both a civil wrong and a criminal wrong. Thepurpose of fraud may be monetary
gain or other benefits (such as monopolization).

2. No matter how many times it is pointed out to you that you are acting unlawfully and
violating our democratic rights with repeated threats of elimination of our personal
libertiesthroughfraudulent legislation,you persistwith your illegitimate and dangerous
threat to the health and well-being of all Ontarians.

You have positioned yourselves as 'experts' repeatedly, however none of you are
experts inthe actual act of providing front-line healthcare services to another.

3. You are merely self-appointed ambassadors of what is rightfor free-thinking Ontarians,
yetyou did not so much as have the decency and respectto properly consult with the
membershipofyourownColleges astohowtheyfeelaboutwarrantless searches
into their personal lives, their properties and theirfinances, let alone how they feel about
you dictating good moral character for others.

4. You have promoted the idea that 'certain' people are allowed to determinefor the public
and practitioners what's right for them, and that you are those 'certain' people. In a
dictatorship you might get away with this, but not in Canada. We do not accept that our
fate is to be decided by individualswho have lost their moral and ethical compasses and
are willing to do and say anything to gain power over free people.

5. You have repeatedly, directly and indirectly, defamed unregulated practitioners by
suggesting that they are unworthy of being permitted to practice in what issupposed to
be a fair, free and unrestricted marketplace. Clearly the public itself disagrees with you.

6. You have repeatedly suggested that unlawful regulations are necessary to protect the
public from unscrupulous unregulated practitioners,yetyou havedeceived everyone by
withholding from all discussions the fact that unregulated practitioners were proven in
two major Fraser Institute studies to be 100% safe, with not a complaint from the public
of any harm.

7. You have gone to significant lengths to polarize holistic, spiritual care, energy and
traditional practitioners and regulated healthcare providers in orderto bolsteryour
unlawful agenda.

8. Your actions have exposed clear plans to engender continual coerced patronage for
your Colleges and aspirations to illegitimately and illegally control the healthcare
industry.

9. You have arrogantly given yourself the authority to appropriate the English language and
to redefine the words 'clinic'and 'healthcare services'.



10. You have sent the message that you have the right as a group to violate the
Competitions Act in orderto decide who should be permitted to offer their services in the
marketplace. You epitomise medical supremacists, as you persist in the face of
evidence to the contrary that regulated conventional medical approaches are superiorto
all otherhealthcare models.

11. You have knowingly and wilfully meddled in the Ontario healthcare industry in order to
advance personal agendas and those of other medical supremacists atthe expense of
personal liberties of others, even though you are fully aware that diversity is essential
and the expressed intent of the RHPA itself.

12. You have held improper 'public consultations', by indulging in intimidation tactics such
as:

• consulting with the public after the fact,
• forcing sign-in before one can participate in the meeting,
• discouraging participation from, and turning off the microphone on, those

whose comments do notalignwith youragenda,
• refusing to letthepubliccomment as they see fit,
• allowing 'plants'to interfere with the public's input even though it was invited,

neglectingto record'publicconsultations1, and
• reducing public comments to self-serving interpretations of what was stated.

13. Your disingenuousness was on full display when Shenda Tanchak posed the
question 'Is psychotherapy healthcare?', as if she, a lawyer and College Registrar,
is notfully aware of Ontario's newest controlled act of psychotherapy orthe
Psychotherapy Act.

Your actions have continued unabated despite having been warned of the unlawfulness of it,
your inappropriate utilization of College funds to advance your personal agendas, and the
inappropriate use ofyourtitles, and youremployers'names to promote your undemocratic
agenda.

Your own admission that you are meddling, not mandated and not authorized to engage in the
actions you are engaging in, suggests that you are willfully and knowingly acting improperly, In
other words, you have and are, individually and togetheroutside thejob description of your own
employment

• used your titles and references to your Colleges improperly;
• appointed yourselves 'experts' on healthcare approaches, moral character of others,

proper financial recording and premise maintenance;
• usedyourpositionand authority atthe Colleges to obtainfundsforapersona/project.

This isimproper and unauthorized useoffunds underyourcontrol as employees of the
Colleges. (College Councils do not have the authority to authorize activities outside their
mandate, particularly those involving warrant-less searches of financial and personal
records, violating public trust, and setting standards for 'good moral' character of others);

• manufactured a'problem'that does not exist;
• deceived the publicby insisting there are problems that must be addressed, all the

meanwhile withholding the existence of extensive studies published in 2005-2006 by the
Fraser Institute proving that it is unnatural and unnecessary to impose on the personal



liberties of the very practitioners you openly intend to eliminate from the healthcare
industry;

• set about to mislead the public that they are in danger without your interference inthe
healthcare industry;

• have profited monetarily by being both Registrars of your respective Colleges and
members of the Working Group;

• threatened the lives, careers and incomes of innocent Ontarians in violation of several
laws;

• refused to cease and desist behavior that is harassing, bullying, intimidating,
threatening, damaging and causing economic harm and distress to thousands of
healthcare professionals, and to the public that relies on their services, despite being
repeatedly informed it is not welcome, justified, moral or ethical;

• violating the Constitution of Canada by interfering with personal liberties, violating the
Competitions Act by taking actions to prevent free marketplace participation, and
violating the RHPA which was legislated to prevent the monopolization of healthcare
services; and

• collectively forced us to appear, at our own expense, at 'public consultations' that not
only were not recorded to ensure reported results of those consultations would be free of
editing and conflict of interests, but were clearly designed to oppress, suppress and
ignore the wishes of those victimized byyouractivities.

As we count at least 5 lawyers among you, we feel that there should be no'ignorance'of the
spirit and intent of the Regulated Health Professions Act (RHPA), 1991, and therefore no
violations of it. You are expected to know that the RHPA was installed specifically to avoid the
very unlawful monopolizations and supremacy in healthcare that you are currently promoting
through gross misrepresentations, obfuscation and deceit.

Infact, at least one of you have been a member of HPRAC, which has highlighted that the intent
of the RHPA is that the vast majority of healthcare services and decisions must be left in the
public domain and all professions except the 2-3 most dangerous must remain self-regulated
associations with voluntary memberships.

Infact, as late as June 2015, the provincial government's own bureaucrats have repeatedly
reminded the new College of Registered Psychotherapists that itwas neverthe intention of the
government to cause monopolization of healthcare services orto remove safe approaches from
publicdomain when it established Regulatory Colleges in Ontario. Public domain, just to
refresh your memories, means that the public gets to choose what and who is suitable to them.

Ithas been the intention of individuals like yourselves however, to manufacture 'problems' and
to benefit from the resolution of those 'problems' through bullying, harassment, threat of
economic harm This is evident in your own admissions that you have no evidence and the fact
that despite repeated requests for same, you have not provided a single study or iota of
legitimate evidence as required by the Constitution of Canada.

Many of the Working Group have, or have had, significant direct and indirect affiliations with the
pharmaceutical industry—the very industry that abhors competition. We have learned that very
few of you have actually trained in the field you are regulating or are experienced in the
provision of frontline, tangible healthcare services. Given your apparent backgrounds as
advocates for the medical/pharmaceutical monopolization of healthcare, directly and indirectly,
many of you are obviously in a serious conflict of interest.



According to her own admission, the ringleader of this entire assault on the personal liberties of
thousands of practitioners is Shenda Tanchak.

Itis curious that someone who has worked almost herentire working careerforthe very group
that advocates for the medical/pharmaceutical industry monopolization of healthcare in Ontario,
in violation of the Constitution of Canada and the RHPA itself, including as an Executive and
Strategist, would suddenly be parachuted into a position as the Registrar of the smaller College
of Physiotherapists of Ontario, especially when she is not remotely professionally associated
with physiotherapy.

However, once we realize that her position as Registrar of this small College involves
advocating for drug-prescribing privileges for a group that cannot remotely justify needing such
rights, we see that the sole purpose of the Ontario Clinic Regulation, as well as the coercing
of practitioners tojoin various Colleges that are not voluntary membership associations of
like- minded people as intended by the RHPA, is to further and quickly advance the drug
company agenda of monopolization.

We feel that your activity is bordering on fraudulent, if not actually fraudulent, that you are
harassing and threatening the public and in particular healthcare professionals from all walks of
life, and thatthisactivity isunlawful and dangeroustosocietyfor many reasons.

We demand thatyou end youractivities as a working group and as individuals,that you end all
activities designed to control competition, especially in the form of the Ontario Clinic
Regulations, andthatyou provide proofthatyouhavedismantledtheOntario Clinic Regulation
Work Group, it's website and all trappings associated with your activities by February 29th, 2016.

In the absence of clear evidence that you have stopped persecution and coercion of
practitioners, we will:

work to mobilize Ontario practitioners and the public alike to take legal action against
each of you individually inorderto recoverthe monetary costs associated with protecting
our interests from your attacks, and to hold you individually legally responsible;

requestthatthe authorities atthe Competition Bureau, the Ombudsman of Ontario, the
Ministry of Health and if indicated, the OPP, investigate your actions that are willfully
harming others; and



6.

• will hold all of the Registrars and the directors of these 13 Colleges personally
liable for the monies expended on this exercise which we believe may total at
least $250,000.

A law firm has been approached to consider a class action law suit and other legal
remedies available against all individuals involved in this Ontario Clinic Regulation
scheme, along with punitive damages. Notice of this possibility will be sent out
within the next several weeks.

Most Sincerely,

*.f/u^ Grace Joubarne, Ottawa

(jMjIfl, fojwfa Christine Massey, Brampton

J Chris Gupta, London
. , - /

4

cc:

Ontario Minister of Health, Premier of Ontario, all Ontario MPPs

Basil Ziv, Registrar, The College of Homeopaths of Ontario, basil.ziv@collegeofhomeopaths.on.ca

Linda Gough, Registrar, The College of Medical Radiation Technologists of Ontario, lgough@cmrto.org

Kelly Dobbin, Registrar, The College ofMidwives of Ontario, registrar@cmo.on.ca

Paula Garshowitz, Registrar, The College of Optometrists of Ontario, pgarshowitz@collegeoptom.on.ca

Marshall Moleschi, Registrar, The Ontario College of Pharmacists, registrar@ocpinfo.com

Joyce Rowlands, Registrar, The College of Registered Psychotherapists of Ontario, j.rowlands@crpo.ca
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